Relating plastic changes of short latency human soleus stretch reflex to changes in task performance induced by training.
Recent findings in the field of neurophysiology showed that operant conditioning on the human H-Reflex is possible. This leads to many possible clinical applications as well as possible sophisticated training methods for athletes. Although stretch reflexes have been subject to extensive literature, knowledge about the influence of short latency stretch reflexes on task performance is lacking. Within this study an ankle control task was designed where perturbations in the magnitude of functional relevance were applied. Results analyzing angle over time after perturbation confirm previous findings which used to analyze the EMG and force response to ankle perturbations. Further it was found that after training the response to perturbations shifted from initially containing latencies which indicate conscious support by transcortical pathways to latencies which could only origin from unconscious stretch reflex responses. The trend of the short latency response to shift towards the long latency response and to diminish, while pre-defined performance criteria improved, denote a functional relevance of the short latency stretch reflex to task performance. Whereas short latency reflexes have any importance at all or if improvements emerge only out of enhancements in the long latency response future work making use of operant conditioning on the short latency H-Reflex will have to unravel.